This is a continuation of recent work on the morphic property of rings. The main objective of this article is to study the relationships between regular rings and quasi-morphic rings, between unitregular rings and morphic rings, and between strongly regular rings and centrally morphic rings.
quasi-morphic rings share a number of important properties with regular rings. For instance, among other interesting results, it is shown in [1] and [2] that finite intersections and finite sums of principal left ideals are again principal in a left quasi-morphic ring. These results largely attract our interest in quasi-morphic rings. Observe from [1] and [2] that all the known examples of quasi-morphic rings so far are either morphic rings, or regular rings, or the direct products of these rings. Our starting point is the indispensable question whether there exist quasi-morphic rings that do not belong to any of the three types. In Section 2, after constructing a special type of generators for principal ideals of the power series ring over a regular ring using the technique developed by Herbera [7] , we prove that, for any regular ring R, R [x] /(x n+1 ) is quasi-morphic for each n 0. This result is further used in Section 3 to construct a family of semiprimitive quasi-morphic rings. These results give the first known examples of quasi-morphic rings that are neither regular rings, nor morphic rings, nor the direct products of regular rings and morphic rings. It was proved in [8] and [9] that, for an integer n 1, a ring R is unit-regular iff R [x] /(x n+1 ) is morphic and that, for an endomorphism σ of a unit-regular ring R with σ (e) = e for all e 2 = e ∈ R, R[x; σ ]/(x n+1 ) is left morphic for each n 0.
In Section 4, we are motivated to consider similar questions for quasi-morphic rings: for an integer n 1, is it true that a ring R is regular iff R Several properties of these rings are proved, including a structure theorem of left (or right) perfect, left centrally morphic rings.
We write C (R), J (R) and U (R) for the center, the Jacobson radical and the group of units of R, respectively. The ring of integers modulo n is denoted by Z n . We write M n (R) for the ring of all n × n matrices over R. The ring of polynomials in indeterminate x over a ring R is denoted by R [x] .
For an endomorphism σ of a ring R, R[x; σ ] denotes the (left) skew polynomial ring, in which the multiplication is subject to the condition that xr = σ (r)x for all r ∈ R. For r, s ∈ R, we say that r is equivalent to s if there exist u, v ∈ U (R) such that s = ur v.
The ring R[x]/(x n+1 )
We prove that, for a regular ring R, R[x]/(x n+1 ) is quasi-morphic for each n 0. This gives a family of quasi-morphic rings that are neither regular rings, nor morphic rings (if R is not unit-regular), nor the direct products of regular rings and morphic rings. Our tool is the technique developed by Herbera [7] in constructing a special type of generators for principal ideals of the power series ring RJxK over a regular ring R.
First we fix some notation. Following Herbera [7] , let
Fix an integer n 0 and let 
Proof. By symmetry it is enough to prove (2) . We think S as RJxK/(x n+1 ) in order to be able to apply the results in [7] . Modulo the ideal (x n+1 ), the equality in [7 
of orthogonal idempotents following [7, Remark 1.6]: let
The R-module epimorphism g : Proof. An easy calculation shows that
Since 1 −e 0 −· · ·−e n , e n , . . . , e 1 are also orthogonal idempotents of R, the second equality follows. 2 
So α is left quasi-morphic in S. 2
Corollary 5. If R is regular and n 0, then the matrix rings over R[x]/(x n+1
) are all quasi-morphic. 
The ring R[D, C ]
For any regular ring R that is not unit regular and for any n 1, S :
) is a quasimorphic ring (by Theorem 4) that is not regular, and it is not morphic (see Theorem 11). Moreover, it can be easily seen that S is not the direct product of morphic rings and regular rings. However, S is not semiprimitive. A natural question is whether there exist semiprimitive quasi-morphic rings that are neither regular, nor morphic, nor the direct product of regular rings and morphic rings. The answer to this question is "Yes". To explain this, we consider the following "tail ring". For a subring C of a ring D, the set
with addition and multiplication defined componentwise, is a ring. A necessary and sufficient condition for R[D, C ] to be left morphic is obtained in [3] . Here we present a necessary and sufficient condition for R[D, C ] to be left quasi-morphic.
Proposition 6. R[D, C ] is a left quasi-morphic ring if and only if the following hold:
(1) D is left quasi-morphic.
Proof. It is similar to the proof of [3, Theorem 1]. 2
Corollary 7. R[D, D] is a left quasi-morphic ring if and only if D is a left quasi-morphic ring.
We
We will denote by ϕ :
Lemma 8. Let R be a ring and let {e
be a sequence of orthogonal idempotents of R.
(1)
Proof.
(1) By row operations, the matrix e i ϕ(e 0 + e 1 x + · · · + e n x n ) can be transformed into the diagonal matrix A i whose ( j, j)-entry is e i provided i < j n + 1 and zero otherwise. That is, there exists an invertible matrix U i such that U i e i ϕ(e 0 + e 1 x + · · · + e n x n ) = A i = e i A i . Hence
(2) By a similar proof of (1). (3) By (2),
The latter is just D(ϕ(α) • ) by (1), because 1 − e 0 − · · · − e n , e n , . . . , e 1 are also orthogonal idempotents
, and the other equality follows by interchanging α with α • . 2
] where R is a regular ring and n 0. Then the following hold:
is a semiprimitive ring that is not regular. (2) The matrix rings over S are all quasi-morphic. (3) If in addition R is not unit-regular, then S is not morphic.
Proof. Let ϕ be the ring inclusion from C :=
We first prove that S is left quasi-morphic. Since R is regular, D is regular, so it is quasi-morphic. In view of Proposition 6, it is enough to show that every element α ∈ C satisfies Proposition 6(2). By
of orthogonal idempotents of R such that 
by the proof of Theorem 4. So by Proposition 6(2) it suffices to show that
. By (3.1) and Lemma 8,
Thus we have proved that S is a left quasi-morphic ring. By symmetry, S is right quasi-morphic. For any k 1,
Since C is an image of S, S cannot be regular. If S is morphic, then M n+1 (R) is morphic (being a direct summand of S), and then M n+1 (R) is unit-regular by a result of Ehrlich [5] (as M n+1 (R) is regular already). This clearly shows that R is unit-regular by [6, Corollary 4.7] . 2
Two questions
It was proved in [8, Theorem 9 ] that a ring R is unit-regular iff R[x]/(x 2 ) is morphic. First, we point out that this result can be stated in a more desirable form as Theorem 11 below. We begin with a lemma.
Lemma 10. Let n 0 be an integer. If R[x]/(x n+1
) is left quasi-morphic (resp., left morphic), then so is R.
Since α is left quasi-morphic in S, Sα = l(β) and
So it follows from l(α) = Sγ that l(a) = Rc 0 . On the other hand, αβ = 0 clearly implies that
If α is left morphic in S, then β and γ can be chosen to be the same. Thus, a is left morphic in R
The proof of the next theorem is a slight modification of that of [8, Theorem 9] .
Theorem 11. Let n 1 be an integer. Then a ring R is unit-regular iff R[x]/(x n+1 ) is morphic.
Proof. The implication in one direction is by [8, Corollary 5] . Suppose that S :
) is morphic. Then R is morphic by Lemma 10. Let a ∈ R. Then Ra = l(b) for some b ∈ R. We next show that a is regular in R. Thus a is unit-regular by Ehrlich [5] . Now let α = bx n ∈ S. Since S is left morphic, there exists β = 
Thus, x ∈ l(α) = Sβ and x ∈ r(α) = β S. Hence there exist r 0 , r 1 ,
Since l(b) = Ra, we have Ra = Rb 0 ; so a is regular in R. 2
Because of Theorems 4 and 11, one is motivated to raise the following question. is not morphic, so it is not quasi-morphic (any commutative quasi-morphic ring is morphic by Lemma 13. For n 0,
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that θ :
. Then the following hold:
(1) R is a semiprimitive morphic ring that is not regular.
(2) S is not a left quasi-morphic ring.
Proof. (1) is by [3, Example 0.1] (or by [8, Theorem 8]).
(2) By Lemma 13,
]. 
Then S is a left quasi-morphic ring.
Proof. Clearly, S is a subring of R[x; σ ]/(x 2 ).
Let α = a + bx ∈ S where a ∈ R and b ∈ I . We prove that α is left quasi-morphic in S. Since R is regular, write a = aa a with a ∈ R and let e 0 = aa and 
By (4.3), one obtains
Hence Sβ ⊆ l(α) and Sα ⊆ l(γ ). We now verify the following facts:
For (1) For (3),
Thus, to show l(α) ⊆ Sβ, it suffices to show that
We have proved that l(α) = Sβ and
Corollary 16. Let R be a regular ring and let σ : R → R be an endomorphism such that σ (e) = e for all
The assumption that σ (e) = e for all e 2 = e ∈ R in Corollary 16 cannot be removed by the next example.
Example 17. There exists a Boolean ring R and an automorphism σ : R → R with σ (1)
Proof. Consider the direct product R = Z 2 × Z 2 and let σ : There exists a regular ring R that is not unit-regular and an endomorphism σ = 1 R such that σ (e) = e for all e 2 = e ∈ R. Recall that a ring is called abelian if each of its idempotents is central. An abelian regular ring is called a strongly regular ring.
Example 18. Let R = S × T where S is a strongly regular ring that is not commutative and T is a regular ring that is not unit-regular. Then R is regular, but it is not unit-regular. Take a unit v of S that is not central, and let u = (v, 1 T ) . Then u is a unit of R. Let σ : R → R be the endomorphism given by σ (r) = u −1 ru. Then σ = 1 R , and σ (e) = e for all e 2 = e ∈ R.
By [10, Example 8] , there exists a regular ring R and an endomorphism σ such that σ is not onto, but σ (e) = e for all e 2 = e ∈ R.
Example 19 below is another corollary of Theorem 15. For an ideal I of a ring R, the trivial extension of R by I , denoted by R ∝ I , is the abelian group R ⊕ I with multiplication defined by  (a, b) 
Example 19. Let R be a regular ring and let I be an ideal of R. Then R ∝ I is a quasi-morphic ring. (1) Strongly regular rings and commutative morphic rings are all centrally morphic. As Theorem 20
Centrally morphic rings
shows, there exists a centrally morphic ring that is neither strongly regular nor commutative. (2) Left centrally morphic rings are left morphic. But the converse does not hold, as any unit-regular ring that is not strongly regular is a morphic ring that is not left centrally morphic by Lemma 21. Proof. In view of Lemma 21 and Examples 22(3), the claim follows from the well known fact that a ring is semiperfect iff the unity is the sum of orthogonal local idempotents. 2
Our concluding result is a structure theorem for left (or right) perfect, left centrally morphic rings, which is proved using several results of Nicholson and Sánchez Campos [10] . In [10] , a ring is called left special if it is a local, left morphic ring with nilpotent Jacobson radical. These rings are characterized in [10, Theorem 9] , and, in particular, they are precisely the left uniserial rings of finite composition length. The proof of [10, Theorem 9] clearly shows the following result. 
By the left-right symmetry of (2) or (4) of Theorem 25, a ring R is local, left centrally morphic with nilpotent Jacobson radical iff it is local, right centrally morphic with nilpotent Jacobson radical. Such a ring is called a centrally special ring. It is clear from Theorem 25 that a ring R is centrally special iff R is (two-sided) uniserial of finite composition length such that each of its one-sided ideals is generated by some power of a same central element. The left (resp., right) socle of the ring R is denoted by Soc( R R) (resp., Soc(R R )). It is worth noting that, by [8, Example 18] , there exists a commutative local centrally morphic ring R such that J (R) is nil, but not nilpotent. By Proposition 23 and Theorem 26, for a semiprime ring or a one-sided perfect ring, being left centrally morphic is the same as being right centrally morphic. But we do not know whether a left centrally morphic ring is always right centrally morphic.
